
Government Laid Bare

The true nature of Government laid bare in one masterful paragraph…

It is time now to bring the State into our discussion. The State is a
group of people who have managed to acquire a virtual monopoly of
the use of violence throughout a given territorial area. In particular, it
has acquired a monopoly of aggressive violence, for States generally
recognize the right of individuals to use violence (though not against
States, of course) in self-defense. The State then uses this monopoly
to wield power over the inhabitants of the area and to enjoy the
material fruits of that power. The State, then, is the only organization
in society that regularly and openly obtains its monetary revenues by
the use of aggressive violence; all other individuals and organizations
(except if delegated that right by the State) can obtain wealth only by
peaceful production and by voluntary exchange of their respective
products. This use of violence to obtain its revenue (called “taxation”)
is the keystone of State power. Upon this base the State erects a
further structure of power over the individuals in its territory,
regulating them, penalizing critics, subsidizing favorites, etc. The
State also takes care to arrogate to itself the compulsory monopoly of
various critical services needed by society, thus keeping the people in
dependence upon the State for key services, keeping control of the
vital command posts in society and also fostering among the public
the myth that only the State can supply these goods and services.
Thus the State is careful to monopolize police and judicial service, the
ownership of roads and streets, the supply of money, and the postal
service, and effectively to monopolize or control education, public
utilities, transportation, and radio and television.

from an essay by Murray N. Rothbard, read the rest.
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